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�B ! Xs AFTER COMPLETIONOF THE NLO QCD CALCULATIONSAndrzej J. BurasPhysik Department, Tehnishe Universität Münhen85748 Garhing, Germanyand Mikoªaj MisiakInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived July 11, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdaySeveral years ago, Stefan Pokorski, Manfred Münz and us outlineda program for alulation of the NLO QCD orretions to the weak ra-diative �B meson deay �B ! Xs. Very reently, just before the 60thbirthday of Stefan Pokorski, this program has been formally ompleted.In the present paper, we summarize the existing results and disuss per-spetives for further improvement of the auray of the Standard Modelpredition for BR[ �B ! Xs℄.PACS numbers: 13.20.He 1. IntrodutionThe radiative deay �B ! Xs is known to be extremely sensitive to thestruture of fundamental interations at the eletroweak sale. It is dom-inantly generated by the Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) deayb ! s that does not arise at the tree level in the Standard Model (SM).The leading order SM diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.Many possible non-standard ontributions (e.g., SUSY one-loop dia-grams) are of the same order in eletroweak interations. They might re-main important even for relatively heavy exoti partiles. Consequently,b! s imposes severe onstraints on extensions of the SM (see, for instane,[1�4℄). (2597)



2598 A.J. Buras, M. Misiak u; ; t u; ; t W� W�b W� s b u; ; t sFig. 1. Leading-order Feynman diagrams for b! s in the SM.The inlusive branhing ratio BR[ �B ! Xs℄ has been measured so farby CLEO [5℄, BELLE [6℄ and ALEPH [7℄. The most aurate result is theone of CLEO, where photons with energies down to 2.0GeV are inluded.Extrapolation towards lower photon energy uto�s is performed followingthe phenomenologial models of Refs. [8, 9℄.When the photon energy uto� is hosen to be 1.6GeV in the �B-mesonrest frame, the experimental world average reads1BR[ �B ! Xs (E > 1:6 GeV)℄exp = (3:12 � 0:41) � 10�4 : (1.1)Within 1�, it mathes the SM predition [3, 11℄BR[ �B ! Xs (E > 1:6 GeV)℄SM = (3:57 � 0:30) � 10�4 : (1.2)One an see that the experimental and theoretial unertainties are losein size. Without the inlusion of the Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) QCDorretions, the theoretial unertainty in Eq. (1.2) would be around threetimes larger, and the onstraints on new physis � muh weaker.The program of the NLO alulation was outlined by Stefan Pokorski,Manfred Münz and us in the artile [1℄. At that time, the only knownresults were the Leading Order (LO) ones that su�ered from large sale un-ertainties [1,10℄. We analyzed these unertainties in detail, and enumeratedalulations that still had to be done in the NLO ase. Very reently, thelast element of this NLO program has been ompleted [11℄. In parallel to theQCD alulations, progress was being made in evaluation of the eletroweakorretions, non-perturbative e�ets, as well as in olleting and analyzingthe experimental data.In the present paper, we summarize all the ontributions to the NLOQCD alulation of BR[ �B ! Xs℄, and disuss perspetives for furtherimprovement of the theoretial auray. In partiular, we point out theinterplay between harm-quark mass unertainties in the perturbative al-ulation and non-perturbative e�ets.1 By onvention, ontributions to �B ! Xs from intermediate real  and  0 are treatedas bakground, while all the other � states are inluded.



�B ! Xs After Completion of the NLO QCD Calulations 2599Our artile is organized as follows. The next setion is devoted to a briefdesription of the history of perturbative alulations of QCD e�ets inb ! s. In Setion 3, we summarize the eletroweak orretions. Non-perturbative e�ets are disussed in Setion 4. The main theoretial uner-tainties and possibilities for their elimination are the subjet of Setion 5.Setion 6 ontains our onlusions.2. The LO and NLO QCD alulationsIn a ertain range of photon energy uto�s, the width of the hadronideay �B ! Xs is well approximated by the perturbative deay width� [b! Xpartons ℄ = � [b! s℄ + � [b! sg℄ + : : : : (2.1)Arguments that support suh a statement will be disussed in Setion 4.Until then, we shall restrit our disussion to the perturbative quantity (2.1).The framework for all the renormalization-group-improved perturbativeanalyzes of b! Xpartons  is set by the e�etive LagrangianLe� = LQCD�QED(u; d; s; ; b) + 4GFp2 V �tsVtb 8Xi=1 Ci(�)Qi + : : : : (2.2)It is obtained from the underlying theory (SM in our ase) by deouplingof all the partiles that are muh heavier than the b-quark. The Wilsonoe�ients Ci(�) play the role of oupling onstants at the verties Qi. Thegeneri struture of the operators Qi is as follows:
Qi = 8>>>>><>>>>>: (�s�i)(�� 0i b); i = 1; 2;(�s�ib)Pq(�q� 0iq); i = 3; 4; 5; 6; (q = u; d; s; ; b)emb16�2 �sL���bRF�� ; i = 7;gmb16�2 �sL���T abRGa�� ; i = 8 : (2.3)Here, �i and � 0i denote various ombinations of the olor and Dira matries(see, e.g., [11℄).The dots in Eq. (2.2) stand for UV ounter-terms and non-physial op-erators that vanish by the QCD�QED equations of motion. In the presentsetion, we neglet everything that is not important for b! s at the leadingorder in �em, mb=MW , ms=mb and Vub=Vb. This inludes other operatorsQi of dimension 5 and 6, higher-dimensional operators, as well as termsinvolving leptons.



2600 A.J. Buras, M. MisiakLet us assume that the deoupling of heavy partiles is performed in theMS sheme, at the renormalization sale �0 �MW . The values of Ci(�0) arefound from the so-alled mathing onditions, i.e. by imposing equality of thee�etive- and underlying-theory Green funtions at external momenta thatare muh smaller than masses of the deoupled partiles. Next, the Wilsonoe�ients are evolved from � = �0 down to � = �b � mb, aording to theRenormalization Group Equations (RGE)� dd�Ci(�) = Cj(�)ji(�) ; (2.4)where the anomalous dimension matrix ̂ is found from UV divergenesin the e�etive theory. This proedure results in expressing the e�etiveLagrangian (2.2) in terms ofCi(�b) = C(0)i (�b) + �s(�b)4� C(1)i (�b) +��s(�b)4� �2 C(2)i (�b) + : : : ; (2.5)where C(n)i (�b) depend on �s only via the ratio � � �s(�0)=�s(�b). Conse-quently, working at a �xed order in �s, one trunates an expansion in powersof �s(�b) rather than in powers of �s(MW ) ln(M2W =m2b), as it would bethe ase without introdution of the e�etive theory. Thus, the behavior ofthe perturbation series improves. This is the essene of the renormalization-group improvement in the onsidered ase.In the LO alulations, everything but C(0)i (�b) is negleted in Eq. (2.5).At the NLO, one takes into aount all the O(�s(�b)) ontributions to� [b! Xpartons ℄, inluding those ontaining C(1)i (�b).The Wilson oe�ients enode information on the short-distane QCDe�ets due to hard gluon exhanges between the quark lines of the leadingone-loop eletroweak diagrams (Fig. 1). Suh e�ets enhane the branhingratio BR[ �B ! Xs℄ by roughly a fator of three, as �rst pointed out inRefs. [12, 13℄.A peuliar feature of the renormalization group analysis in b! s is thatthe mixing under in�nite renormalization between the four-fermion opera-tors Q1; : : : ; Q6 and the �magneti penguin� operators Q7; Q8, whih governthis deay, vanishes at the one-loop level. Consequently, in order to al-ulate the oe�ients C7(�b) and C8(�b) at LO, two-loop alulations areneessary. Suh alulations were ompleted in Ref. [14℄. Earlier analyzes[15�20℄ ontained additional approximations or were not fully orret. Theresults of Ref. [14℄ were subsequently on�rmed in Refs. [21�23℄.



�B ! Xs After Completion of the NLO QCD Calulations 2601As pointed out in Refs. [1, 10℄, the LO expression for � [b ! Xpartons ℄su�ers from large (� �25%) renormalization sale unertainties. Therefore,mathing the experimental auray of Eq. (1.1) requires performing a om-plete NLO QCD alulation. This goal has been ahieved in a joint e�ort ofmany groups:� Two-loop O(�s) orretions to the mathing onditions C7(�0) andC8(�0) were �rst alulated in Ref. [24℄ and subsequently on�rmedby several groups [25�28℄.� Two-loop mixing and one-loop mathing for the four-quark operatorsQ1; : : : ; Q6 were found in Refs. [29�32℄. In Ref. [33℄, these results wereon�rmed by realulation in a di�erent operator basis that is moresuitable for b! s analyzes.� Two-loop mixing in the setor (Q7; Q8) was alulated in Ref. [34℄.These results have been reently on�rmed [35℄.� Three-loop mixing between the setors (Q1; : : : ; Q6) and (Q7; Q8) wasevaluated in Ref. [23℄. It is urrently being veri�ed by another group[35℄.� The leading-order matrix elements hsgjQijbi and the one-loop matrixelement hsjQ7jbi were alulated in Refs. [8, 36℄. Some of them wereon�rmed in Ref. [37℄ where ertain BLM orretions were inluded,too.� Two-loop alulation of the matrix element hsjQ1;2jbi was presentedin Ref. [38℄. It has been reently veri�ed and extended to the fullbasis of four-quark operators [11, 39℄. The one-loop matrix elementhsjQ8jbi has been found in Refs. [11, 38℄, too.It should be emphasized that all these ingredients enter not only the analysisof �B ! Xs in the SM but are also neessary in extensions of this model.The orretions to the Wilson oe�ients of the operators Q7 and Q8 arealso relevant for �B ! Xsl+l�.3. Eletroweak orretionsThe study of eletroweak orretions begins with searhing for termsthat might be enhaned by large logarithms. Czarneki and Mariano [40℄pointed out that large logarithms ln(m2b=m2e) are absent when �on shellem isused in the overall normalization of � [b! Xpartons ℄.



2602 A.J. Buras, M. MisiakAnother type of large logarithm that might enhane some of the ele-troweak orretions is ln(m2W =m2b), i.e. the same logarithm that is respon-sible for the huge QCD enhanement of the b ! s amplitude. One[1��s(�0)=�s(�b)℄ � 0:4 is treated as a quantity of order unity, the onsid-ered eletroweak orretion is formally of order O(�em=�s), so it might benumerially relevant, given the auray in Eq. (1.1). However, as demon-strated in Refs. [9, 40, 41℄ through expliit alulations, it turns out to benegligible (� �0:7%).The artiles [42℄ ontain results for the omplete eletroweak orre-tions to the mathing onditions Ci(�0). Some of them are proportional to�em(MZ)= sin2 �W ' 0:034. Their e�et on � [b ! Xpartons ℄ amounts2 to�1:5% for MHiggs = 115 GeV, and diminishes with inreasing MHiggs. Theauthors of Ref. [42℄ resolved the numerial disrepany between Refs. [43℄and [40℄ in favor of the latter.The only eletroweak O(�em) orretions that remain unknown at presentare enhaned neither by large logarithms nor by 1= sin2 �W . Thus, we anbe pratially ertain about their irrelevane.4. Non-perturbative e�etsThe LO ontribution to � [b! Xpartons ℄ is given by the tree-level matrixelement of the Q7 operator3. Let us temporarily assume that this operator isthe only one in the e�etive Lagrangian (2.2), and denote the orrespondingontribution to the hadroni width by � [ �B ! Xs℄(Q7 only).In analogy to the analyzes [44, 45℄ of the inlusive semi-leptoni deay�B ! Xue��, one an apply the Operator Produt Expansion (OPE) andHeavy Quark E�etive Theory (HQET) to show that� [ �B ! Xs℄(Q7 only) = � [b! Xpartons ℄(Q7 only)� �1 + a1 �1m2b + a2 �2m2b +O��3QCDm3b �� : (4.1)Here, �1;2��2QCD are the standard HQET parameters. The value of �2 '0:12 GeV2 is known from the measured B�B� mass di�erene. The value of�1 = �(0:27� 0:10� 0:04) GeV2 has been determined in Ref. [46℄ from theobserved semi-leptoni B-deay spetra (see Ref. [47℄ for more reent deter-minations). The oe�ients a1 and a2 an be alulated within perturbationtheory4, whih yields [48, 49℄2 This number inludes QED orretions to the matrix elements of Q1;2;7, too.3 In dimensional regularization, one-loop matrix elements of Q3; : : : ; Q6 may give LOontributions, too. However, they an be absorbed into the tree level matrix elementof Q7 with a rede�ned Wilson oe�ient [1, 18℄.4 The same refers to similar oe�ients at higher orders in the (�QCD=mb)-expansion.



�B ! Xs After Completion of the NLO QCD Calulations 2603a1 = 12 +O(�s(mb)) and a2 = �92 +O(�s(mb)) : (4.2)The resulting O(�2QCD=m2b) non-perturbative orretion on the r.h.s. ofEq. (4.1) amounts to around �3%.The relation (4.1) still holds when a lower uto� E0 is imposed on thephoton energy in the �B-meson rest frame, provided E0 is not too lose tothe endpoint Emax = (m2B �m2K�)=(2mB) ' 2:6 GeV. Aeptable valuesof E0 must orrespond to muh larger than �QCD invariant masses of thereoiling hadroni state Xs. Fig. 3 in Ref. [9℄ suggests that E0 = 1:6GeV issu�iently low. More than 95% of the total � [b! Xpartons ℄ originates froma peak that lays above suh a uto� 5. This peak is now learly seen in the�B ! Xs spetrum observed by CLEO (Fig. 2). Its position orresponds tothe photon energy in the leading two-body deay b! s.
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2604 A.J. Buras, M. MisiakHowever, going up to the urrent CLEO uto� of 2.0GeV would inreaseunertainties on the theoretial side. Data-driven extrapolation from theexperimental uto� to the theoretially preferred one is the right hoie tomake at present.The disussion of non-perturbative e�ets beomes muh more omplexwhen we take into aount operators other than Q7. It is no longer possibleto apply OPE in analogy to �B ! Xue��, beause the b-quark annihilationand the photon emission may now be separated in spae-time by more than��1QCD.The ontribution of Q8 to � [ �B ! Xs℄ has been analyzed in Ref. [50℄with the help of fragmentation funtions. Important non-perturbative e�etshave been found for low E only, i.e. muh below E0 = 1:6 GeV. Thus, withour uto�, a reliable approximation is given by the perturbative ontributionto � [b ! Xpartons ℄ from the matrix elements of Q8. The auray of thisapproximation does not need to be known preisely, beause the perturbativeontribution of Q8 is smaller than 3%.Similar onlusions an be drawn for the operators (�s�b)(�q� 0q), whereq = u; d; s. They are present inside Q3; : : : ; Q6. Perturbative e�ets of theirmatrix elements are even smaller than that of Q8. As far as non-perturbativee�ets are onerned, one might worry about prodution of virtual vetormesons that onvert to a real photon. However, reation of suh transversemesons is impossible in the fatorization approximation beause Q3; : : : ; Q6ontain no �q���q urrents. Deviations from the fatorization approximationare suppressed either by �s(mb) or by �QCD=mb [51℄. This is su�ient tomake them negligible here, given the smallness of jC3;:::;6(�b)j < 0:07, asompared to jC1;2;7;8(�b)j ' (0:5; 1; 0:3; 0:15).The operators Q3; : : : ; Q6 ontain (�s�b)(�b� 0b) terms, too. The b-quarkloops are loalized at distanes muh smaller ��1QCD in spae-time. Thus,they an undergo the same treatment as Q7, as far as non-perturbativee�ets are onerned. Sine their perturbative ontributions are minor, thenon-perturbative ones are totally negligible.Charm quark loops are the most di�ult to analyze. Fatorization isnot su�ient here beause 2m=mb is not a small number. Moreover, non-fatorizable ontributions may be numerially important beause the Wilsonoe�ients C1 and C2 are not small at all.Let us begin with traing down possible ontributions from intermediatereal � states. Our uto� E0 = 1:6 GeV implies that the invariant mass of the�nal Xs state is smaller than m� +mK . Consequently, real � states mightour only before the photon emission, i.e. in a asade deay: �B ! Y�X(1)sfollowed by Y� ! X(2).



�B ! Xs After Completion of the NLO QCD Calulations 2605The importane of suh proesses an be tested in the ase Y� =  ,beause separate experimental data on both (inlusive) omponents of theasade deay are available. For low E0, the resulting branhing ratio ofthe intermediate  ontribution is larger than the one in Eq. (1.1). It getsredued to (a few)�10�5 for E0 = 1:6 GeV, and beomes negligible forE0 = 2:0 GeV [52℄.The models used by CLEO [5, 53℄ to extrapolate from 2.0GeV to loweruto�s do not inlude the intermediate  ontribution. They are based onperturbative alulations, in whih the only diagram (Fig. 3) that mightorrespond to this ontribution a�ets � [b ! Xpartons ℄ by 1.7% only (forE0 = 1:6 GeV). Consequently, the proedure applied by CLEO is onsistentwith treating the intermediate  ontribution as bakground.
 b sQkFig. 3. Charm loop ontribution to b! sg.Idential arguments work for  0. Higher � states might produe higherenergy photons. However, radiative harm annihilation proesses in all the� states exept  and  0 have negligible branhing ratios. Thus, it does notreally matter whether we onsider their ontributions as bakground or not.Whatever deision is made, its e�et is expeted to be less than the 1.7%perturbative ontribution from the diagram in Fig. 3.Having disussed the real intermediate � states, we proeed to the vir-tual ones. Neither infrared nor ollinear singularities our in the perturba-tive ontributions of � loops to � [b ! Xpartons ℄ at NLO. Thus, aordingto the ommon wisdom, one expets that these perturbative results givereasonable estimates to the orresponding ontributions to � [ �B ! Xs℄, upto orretions of order O(�QCD=m;b).The atual situation is somewhat more ompliated, beause the lead-ing one-loop diagram (Fig. 4) vanishes for the on-shell photon. However, itbeomes non-vanishing when a soft gluon is attahed to the -quark loop.



2606 A.J. Buras, M. MisiakSuh a gluon may originate from the deaying �B meson. Thus, one �ndsa non-perturbative e�et [54, 55℄ that is not approximated in any sense bythe orresponding perturbative null. Fortunately, it an be expressed withinHQET in terms of a series�� [ �B ! Xs℄� [ �B ! Xs℄ = �2m2 1Xn=0 bn�mb�QCDm2 �n ; (4.3)in whih the n � 1 terms are likely to be negligible, beause the oe�ientsbn derease rapidly with n [56,57℄. The alulable leading O(�2QCD=m2) termenhanes the deay width by around 2.5% [58℄. b sQkFig. 4. One-loop matrix element that vanishes for the on-shell photon.The perturbative O(�s) results desribed in Se. 2 inlude non-vanishingtwo-loop diagrams with � loops, e.g. the ones obtained by adding a virtualgluon to the diagram in Fig. 4. The orresponding non-perturbative e�etsare expeted to be suppressed by both �s(mb) and �QCD=m;b. Thus, atthe �rst glane, they might seem irrelevant. However, it remains an openquestion whether their suppression is numerially su�ient. No quantitativeestimates of suh non-perturbative e�ets have been performed so far. Weshall disuss this issue in more detail at the end of the next setion.5. Phenomenologial disussionIn the present setion, we shall disuss the two main unertainties in thepresent-day SM predition for �B ! Xs. The analysis of Ref. [3℄ will belargely followed.The predition (1.2) is obtained from the formulaBR[ �B ! Xs (E > E0)℄= BR[ �B!X e��℄exp�� [ �B!Xue��℄� [ �B!X e��℄�th�� [ �B!Xs (E>E0)℄� [ �B ! Xue��℄ �th; (5.1)in whih the following substitutions are made



�B ! Xs After Completion of the NLO QCD Calulations 2607�� [ �B ! Xs(E>E0)℄� [ �B ! Xue��℄ �th '  � [b! Xpartons (E>E0)℄� [b! Xpartonu e��℄ !NLO+ � non-perturbativeorretions (4.3) �; (5.2)�� [ �B ! Xue��℄� [ �B ! X e��℄�th '  � [b! Xpartonu e��℄� [b! Xparton e��℄!NNLO+ � knownO��2=m2b�orretions � : (5.3)Suh ratios are introdued in order to minimize unertainties in Eq. (5.1)that originate from the CKM angles and the overall fators of m5b . The useof b! u transitions is motivated by the fat that Eq. (5.3) is known at theNNLO, while onvergene of the perturbation series and non-perturbativee�ets are more easily ontrolled in Eq. (5.2) than in � [ �B ! Xs℄=� [ �B !X e��℄. The O(�2QCD=m2b) terms from Eq. (4.1) have aneled in the ratio(5.2) with the analogous orretions to � [ �B ! Xue��℄. On the other hand,one the quark masses are expressed in terms of the hadroni ones, the ratio(5.3) depends on both �1 and �2.
Fig. 5. Charm loop ontributions to the matrix elements of four-quark operators.b s b s     b s b s b s b sThe main unertainty in the perturbative ratio on the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.2)originates from the two-loop diagrams with harm quarks presented in Fig. 5.Suh diagrams are the only soure of m-dependene of this ratio. Sine thehigher-order (NNLO) QCD orretions are unknown, the renormalizationsheme for m remains arbitrary, at least within a ertain lass of �reason-able� shemes that do not arti�ially enhane the unknown orretions. Asargued in Ref. [3℄, the unertainty in Eq. (1.2) stemming from this sheme-dependene an be aounted for by setting m=mb = m(�)MS=m1Sb in thetwo-loop diagrams 6, and varying the sale � between m and mb. Suha variation is the dominant soure of the error in Eq. (1.2).6 Here, m1Sb stands for the b-quark mass in the so-alled �1S-sheme� [46℄. It is de�nedas half of the perturbative ontribution to the � mass.



2608 A.J. Buras, M. MisiakOne ould remove the onsidered unertainty by alulating three-loopdiagrams obtainable from Fig. 5 by adding one more virtual gluon. UV-divergent parts of suh diagrams have been already found in the proess ofalulating the NLO anomalous dimensions [23℄. Evaluating the �nite partswould onstitute an extremely tedious task, though not totally impossible, ifnumerial integration was applied. Finding the remaining NNLO orretionswould be relatively simpler, given that fully automatized analytial methodsare now available [59�61℄.However, before undertaking suh an ambitious task, one should makesure that all the non-perturbative e�ets are really under ontrol. The mainworry are the doubly-suppressed orretions mentioned in the last paragraphof Setion 4. So far, they have been neither estimated nor inluded in thetheoretial error. They are related to preisely the same two-loop diagramswith harm quarks (Fig. 5). Numerial importane of non-loal parts ofthose diagrams 7 an be illustrated by the fat that the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.2)hanges by 35% when m is shifted from the original value of 0:22mb tothe threshold for harm pair prodution m = 12mb. A �QCD=mb-suppressednon-perturbative e�et on the top of suh a large perturbative ontributionmight not be negligible. Unfortunately, no systemati methods have yetbeen developed for alulating orretions of this type.6. ConlusionsIn the present paper, we have summarized the existing alulations ofperturbative and non-perturbative ontributions to the inlusive weak ra-diative �B meson deay. We have pointed out that both the main perturba-tive unertainty and the most worrisome non-perturbative e�ets have theirorigin in the fat that non-loal harm quark loop ontributions are parti-ularly large. Removing the perturbative unertainty due to m-dependenewould be extremely tedious, but not totally impossible. However, developinga method for systematially estimating the related non-perturbative e�etsis desirable in advane.The present agreement at the � 10% level between the experimental(1.1) and theoretial (1.2) determinations of BR[ �B ! Xs℄ implies that learsignatures of new physis in this observable are not likely to be found in theforeseeable future. The importane of improving the auray on both theexperimental and theoretial sides follows from the need for strengtheningthe b ! s onstraints on beyond-SM theories. Suh onstraints are likelyto be ruial in identifying the origin of new physis e�ets that we expetto enounter in the LHC era.7 By non-loal we mean those parts that annot be removed o�-shell by �nite loalounter-terms.
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